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CORNELIA CARDIGAN KIDS

DG 465-04

© House of Yarn AS
The copying and publication of materials and patterns, 
or their use for commercial purposes, is not allowed 
without prior agreement with House of Yarn AS.

Photo: House of Yarn

DESIGN 
Mari Kalberg Skjæveland

YARN
BABY ULL 100 % superwash merino wool, 
50 grams = approx. 165 metres
TYNN KIDSILK ERLE 53 % mohair, 34 % silk, 13 % wool, 
25 grams = approx. 287.5 metres

SIZES
2 (4) 6 (8) 10 (12) years
NOTE! See MEASUREMENTS to find the right size

MEASUREMENTS
Upper body approx. 61 (66) 72 (79) 86 (92) cm 
Full length approx. 36 (40) 44 (48) 52 (56) cm  
Sleeves approx. 24 (27) 33 (36) 38 (40) cm 

YARN REQUIREMENTS
Colour 1  3 (3) 4 (4) 5 (6) balls
Colour 2  2 (2) 3 (3) 3 (4) balls

COLOURS
Colour 1  BABY ULL, Pale Jade Green 8520
Colour 2  TYNN KIDSLIK ERLE, Jade Green 4009

SUGGESTED NEEDLES
4 mm and 5 mm long and short circular needles
3 mm, 4 mm, and 5 mm DPNs

ACCESSORIES
4 buttons

GAUGE
18 sts x 24 R stocking st on 5 mm needles = 10 x 10 cm

Check your gauge by working a swatch.
Count the number of sts per 10 cm. If you have more sts 
than suggested, change to a larger needle size. If you have 
fewer sts change to a smaller needle size.

FIND THE RIGHT SIZE
1.  Measure a knitted garment that fits.
2.  Compare your measurements with those in the pattern.
3.  Select a size based on the upper body measurements.
4.  Body and sleeves may be worked longer or shorter as 

desired.

ABBREVIATIONS
k = knit, p = purl, st = stitch, R = round/row,  
DPN = double pointed needles, Y/O = yarn over,  
K2tog = knit 2 together, m = marker, PM = place marker,  
tbl = through back loop, m1l = make one left,  
m1r = make one right, RS/WS = right/wrong side

For the adult cardigan pattern see DG 465-03  
at houseofyarn.no

Edge sts are knitted on all R.

NOTE! The entire garment is knitted with 1 strand of each 

yarn, held double.

FRONT AND BACK PIECES

Cast on 119 (127) 141 (153) 167 (181) sts with 1 strand of each 

yarn on 4 mm needles. 

Work rib back and forth for approx. 5 (5) 6 (6) 8 (8) cm as 

follows: (R 1 = WS)

WS: K 1 (edge st), *P1, K1*, repeat from *–*, end with P1, K 1 

(edge st). 

RS: K1, *K1, P1*, repeat from *–*, end with K 2 (inc. edge st). 

Finish with a WS R. 

Change to 5 mm needles and continue working flat with 

stocking st. 

NOTE! Tighten the first and last sts well. 

At the same time, decrease 14 (14) 16 (16) 18 (20) sts evenly 

spaced on R 1 = 105 (113) 125 (137) 149 (161) sts. 

PM in each side (side m) with 55 (59) 65 (71) 77 (83) sts for 

the back piece and 25 (27) 30 (33) 36 (39) sts for each front 

piece. 

When the piece measures approx. 19 (22) 24 (26) 29 (31) cm, 

decrease for V-neck as follows: K1 (edge st), K1, slip 1 st 

knit-wise , slip next st knit-wise , place the 2 sts back on 

left needle and K2tog tbl, work as before until 4 sts remain, 

K2tog, K2 (inc. edge st).

Repeat the V-neck decreases every 1.5 cm, 9 (10) 11 (12) 

13 (14) more times. At the same time, once the piece 

measures 22 (25) 28 (31) 35 (38) cm, divide at the side m. 

Work the front and back pieces separately. 
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BACK PIECE 

= 55 (59) 65 (71) 77 (83) sts.

Continue with stocking st, working flat. Work until the piece 

measures 36 (40) 44 (48) 52 (56) cm. PM around the middle 

25 (27) 29 (31) 33 (35) sts for the neckline = 15 (16) 18 (20) 

22 (24) shoulder sts. Cast off.

RIGHT FRONT PIECE 

Work as before, while at the same time continuing the 

V-neck decreases = 15 (16) 18 (20) 22 (24) shoulder sts when 

the V-neck decreases are complete. Work until the piece 

measures 36 (40) 44 (48) 52 (56) cm. Cast off.

LEFT FRONT PIECE 

Work in the same way as the right front piece but in reverse. 

ASSEMBLY

Sew or graft together the shoulders seams.

SLEEVES 

Begin at the bottom of one armhole. Pick up 50 (54) 58 (62) 

62 (66) sts around the opening, with 1 strand of each yarn 

held double, on 5 mm needles.  

PM around the first and last sts = m sts. Continue in the 

round with stocking st. 

When the sleeve measures 2 cm, decrease 1 st on each side 

of the m sts by K2tog tbl before the m and K2tog after the m. 

Repeat the decrease every 1.5 (1.5) 1.5 (2) 2 (2) cm, 10 (11) 13 

(14) 14 (15) times in total = 30 (32) 32 (34) 34 (36) sts. Work 

until the sleeve measures 19 (22) 27 (30) 30 (32) cm or to 

desired length. 

Change to 4 mm needles and work rib for 5 (5) 6 (6) 8 (8) cm 

(K1, P1). 

Cast off with rib. Work one more sleeve in the same way.

FRONT EDGES

Begin at the bottom of the right front piece and pick up 1 st 

in each st/R, with 4 mm needles, along the right front piece, 

the back piece and continue down the left front piece. Cut 

the yarn and begin working at the bottom of the right front 

piece. 

Cast on 12 sts on 3 mm needles and work 1 r of double 

knitting. Change to 4 mm needles. Turn and work double 

knit back across (tighten 1st st) until 1 st remains, increase 

1 st (= 13 sts), K last st tbl together with the 1st st from the 

front piece. 

*Turn, slip 1 st purl-wise and work double knit to end of R. 

Turn and work double knit back across (tighten 1st st), K last 

st tbl together with the 1st st from the front piece.

Repeat from *–* until all sts from the right front piece, back 

piece and left front piece have been worked = 13 sts. 

At the same time, work 4 buttonholes evenly distributed 

along the right front edge, the top one just below the V-neck 

and the bottom one approx. 1 cm from the cast-on edge. 

Buttonholes:

Begin with a RS R. Work the first 6 sts flat for 6 rows. Cut 

yarn. Leave the sts on the needle and continue as before 

across the remaining 7 sts for 6 rows in total. K across all sts. 

Work an Italian bind-off.

DOUBLE KNIT 

*K1, slip 1 st purl-wise with the working yarn in front (towards 

you)*, repeat from *–* to end of R. 

ITALIAN BIND-OFF

Sew KW: Insert the needle knit-wise into st. 

Sew PW: Insert the needle purl-wise into st. 

Cut yarn. Leave a tail-end approx. 3 times longer than the 

length of the rib. Sew PW into the 1st st on the needle, leave 

the st on the needle. *Insert the needle from behind between 

the 1st and 2nd sts (the working yarn is now in front of the 

piece), sew KW into the 2nd st on the needle, leave st on the 

needle. Sew KW into the 1st st on the needle, slip the st from 

the needle. Sew PW into the 2nd st on the needle, leave the 

st on the needle. Sew PW into the 1st st on the needle, slip 

the st from the needle.* Repeat from *–* to end of R. 

NOTE! The first st = K, the second st = P.

1 Turning st: Slip 1 st as if to P. 2 Pull st to back of right needle (tighten).

TURNING ST

Do you need inspiration for your next knitting project? Check out the website houseofyarn.no


